
Microwave Sensor Linear Light
SL8050RDSL8050RD
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Linear light with built-in microwave sensor, 
intelligent sensing and power saving. 
Simple and beautiful appearance, delicate
and uniform light, strong functionality. It can
not only play the role of lighting, but also
beautify the whole space environment.

Description
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Microwave Sensor
Microwave induction function, intelligently 
adjusts brightness, energy saving

Feature

Built-in sensor,invisible from the outside, beautiful and generous
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Remote upload range up to 15 m (50 ft.)
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Feature

Simple and modern design,    
screwless at end cap

Extrusion aluminum lamp body 
and PC cover, anti-UV and 
anti-yellowing

Smooth and soft lighting effect, no 
dark dot or shadow at the lighting 
area

1
L80B20

hours
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With suffcient natural light, the light does 
not switch on when presence detected. switches on the light automatically when 

person enters the (options) standby 
level inside the room. The lamp never 
switch off with presence, even the nature 

People left, light still dims to 
0/10%/30%/50% (options) standby level 
after the hold time.

1, 2 set sensitivity
3, 4 set hold time
5, 6 set the lux
7, 8 stand-by light level
9, 10 set stand-by time

Light switches off automatically after 
the dimming time elapsed.

Function and options

Microwave Sensor
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NOTE: Factory Default Setting: 100% sensitivity, Hold on time: 10seconds, Daylight sensor is 30lux, Dimming level:30%, Dimming time: 60minitues.



Sensor wiring with 10~ 28VDC wire dimming ballast 
or LED driver.

The lamp can be set to stay ON for any period of time between approx. 10sec and a maximum of 
15min. Any movement detected before this time elapses will re-start the timer. It is recommended 
to select the shortest time for adjusting the detection zone and for performing the walk test.
Switch location and hold time of the corresponding table is as follows:

Detection Range Setting (sensitivity)

Hold Time Setting

Light-control Setting

light-control of the corresponding table is as follows:

Electrical Connection

Dimming
power
supply

VCC(Brown)
DIM+(Violet) DIM-(Gray)
GND(Yellow)

LED-

LED+

L
N

FG

LED

Microwave
sensor

Stand-by Light Level Setting

each application:

Stand-by Time Setting
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Application

Hotels
Conference rooms
Factories

Institution buildings
Schools
Hospitals
Other places
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Parameter

Type CCT Lumens Power Beam
angle

IP
rating

Input
voltage

LED
type CRI PF

110°
220-240VAC
/50/60HZIP40 >0.92835

SC-SL8050RD-036-AW-01WW
SC-SL8050RD-036-AW-01NW
SC-SL8050RD-036-AW-01CW

SC-SL8050RD-045-AW-01WW
SC-SL8050RD-045-AW-01NW
SC-SL8050RD-045-AW-01CW

SC-SL8050RD-060-AW-01WW
SC-SL8050RD-060-AW-01NW
SC-SL8050RD-060-AW-01CW

2800-3200K
3800-4200K
6000-6500K

2800-3200K
3800-4200K
6000-6500K

2800-3200K
3800-4200K
6000-6500K

3300LM
3600LM
3500LM

3780LM
3960LM
3860LM

4980LM
5280LM
5180LM

36W

45W

60W
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Dimensions (Unit: mm)
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Corridor Function
This function inside the motion sensor to achieve tri-level control, for some areas which require a light change notice before switch-off. The sensor offers 3 

Selectable daylight threshold and freedom of detection area.

Open the daylight sensor by pushing      when remote control is in setting condition. 
Daylight Sensor Function

light does not switch on when
presence is detected.

sensor switches on the light 
automatically when presence is 
detected.

After hold-time, the light dims to 
stand-by level if the surrounding 
natural light is below the daylight 
threshold.

Light switches off automatically
after the stand-by period elapses.

The light switches on at
1 00% when there is
movement detected.

The light dims to 
stand-by level after the 
hold-time.

The light remains in 
dimming level at night.

Settings on this demonstration:
Hold-time: 10min
Setpoint on: 50lux
Setpoint off: 300lux
Stand-by Dim: 10%

(when the smart photocell 
sensor open, the stand-by 

When the natural light 
level exceeds setpoint 
off to light,the light will 
turn off even if when the 
space is occupied.

The light automatically 
turns on at 10% when 
natural light is 
insuffcient (no motion).

In corridor function, turn on the light MUST by 
natural light level lower daylight sensor setting 
and occupancy. In smart daylight sensor 
function, turn on the light by natural light level 
lower daylight setpoint to light on even if 
vacancy.
In corridor function, turn off light by stand-by 

function, turn off the light by natural light level 
higher than daylight setpoint to light off even if 
occupancy.
In smart daylight sensor function, natural light 
level lighter/lower than daylight setpoint to 
light off/on MUST keep at least 1mintue,that will 
turn off/on the light automatically. 

Corridor Function VS Daylight 
Sensor Function.
1.

2.

3.

Motion-sensing Function
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With carrying case With carrying cas

Remote control
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lamp body          1pcs 4pcs

2pcs

1. 2.

3. fixing head 3 4pcs4.

square-head 
screw 

safety rope

2pcs 2pcs 5. 6.sewing machine suspendent rope

2pcs 2pcs7. 8.fixing head 1 4X30PA screw

rubber plug

fixing head 3 doubling clamp

fixing head 2 2pcs 10. 2pcs 

4pcs11. 4pcs12.

.9

screw13. 2pcs 

Step4:
Suspension method on the left: thread the power

Step5:

tightly, and adjust suspension rope with 

Step3:

Step1: ccessories
Suspension installation 
How to x

1.

light and smart
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8050 lamp          1pcs 4* 5 M  screw      pcs        clip               pcs ru er plug          pcs

Step1: ccessories

a. . c. d.

Ceiling installation
d
c

a

Step :
Drill hole in the ceiling, and push ru er plug into the hole.

Step3:
Thread 4 5  screw through xing hole of safety
rope and clip, nally x 4 5  screw and ru er
plug tightly.  

Step4:
Connect input wire of lamp and install the lamp on the clip.

light and smart
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8050 lamp          1pcs 4*70 M  screw      pcs        gas et               4pcs

3* 0  screw    4pcs spring             pcs em edded rac et      pcs M4 nut          4pcs

clip          pcs

Step1: ccessories

a.

e.

.

f.

c.

g.

d.

h.

Em edded nstallation

Step :
Slot in the ceiling, the slot dimension is
L1 05*W51mm, and x the em edding rac et
with3 0  screws. 

Step3.
nstall and x gas et, clip , safety rope according order in
a ove gure with 4 70 M screws and M4 nut  install the 
spring on 4 70 M screw, then snap the whole set of
xing clips into the lamp, nally push the lamp into the slot.  

Step4:
Fix the lamp with M4 nut and 4 70 M screw, and adjust
the M4 nut to align the lamp luminous face of the lamp
with ceiling, nally connect the lamp with input wire.     

push the lamp into the slot 

light and smart
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light and smart

Product packaging information
Model Net weight

/lamp
Gross weight Ceiling 

gross weight
Suspension
gross weight carton

60W 4.20kg 5.06kg 2448*130*110mm 2462*274*238mm 26.5kg 27.0kg 4pcs

45W 2.80kg 3.18kg 1552*130*110mm 1566*404*238mm 22.8kg 23.5kg 6pcs

36W 2.30kg 2.62kg 1274*130*106mm 1288*404*230mm 18.5kg 18.9kg 6pcs

The max current consumption of our driver to 0-10V dimmer is 2 mA each one.

Make sure the switch of product is off before connecting to the power supply to prevent electric shock.
Operation against rules may damage your property even harm to your personal safety.

out the total power and design power supply plan.
Dangerous high voltage, non-professionals are not allowed to maintain the products.  

personnels to avoid dangers.

Notice
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